
New Year
 Intention Setting
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Do the following ritual practices in the order we have
organized them in this PDF. One will lead you to the
next to connect you to your Core Intentions as you
move into a new chapter. You can print this out or

use your own paper; we recommend writing by hand.
Take as much time as you need, vibe out your space if
you wish, and work with the results in your daily life.
You can also return to the rituals weekly to track any
shifts. Enjoy the medicine of practice and devotion as

you move through these guiding rituals.

As the new year approaches, it's a potent time to clarify
your intentions + goals for the upcoming months.
Prioritizing your mental, spiritual, emotional, and

physical health is one of the surest ways to have peace in
your mind and confidence in your visions for what is

most aligned for YOU. 
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Loving Agreement
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On the next page you will find a Self-Love
Intention Setting Contract to connect to the

power of devotion in yourself + in your intentions. 
 If need be, edit this agreement with your own
words, or use it as it is. You can print this or

rewrite it on paper or on any digital device. Take as
long as you wish to be with whatever is revealed.

 
How -To:

Add your name on the first, third, and last blank
line. Then continue to read + write your intentions
and most aligned words on the other blank lines. 
Authentically answer each of the prompts. Once

complete, read your loving agreement over 3 times
in a row, feeling into what naturally arises. Then,

place it somewhere you can return to whenever you
want a loving reminder of your commitment to

yourself and your intentions.
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Dear ______________,

In the spirit of _________________________, I now spark this process to begin, of
Expanding and Trusting my Intuition and Committing to bringing my Core
Intentions to life, for the good of all. May I receive my heart and soul’s truest
desires, or something even better. 

_______________, you are beautiful, I trust you, and I love you. I now commit to
myself and to my Highest Self, to show up daily for my body, heart, mind and spirit.
These are some actions I will take every day to nurture and fuel myself and my
intentions:
_________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________.

I trust the divine process and accept the mystery and miracle of my life as it unfolds.
I commit to expanding my capacity for ______________, ______________, and
___________ every day as I inspire others to do the same. I am also willing to
_____________________. I’m ready for_____________________, and choose
_______________________.

I welcome all aspects of myself to be present, so that I may learn, heal, integrate,
play, discover, and grow throughout this journey into a new chapter. I want you to
know,___________________, that I am committed to loving you and caring for you, on
both the good days and on the challenging days. I allow my experiences in life to
fuel my curiosity and inform my growth so that I can design and create a life I love,
be of greater service to the world and to my community, and participate fully in the
evolution of my soul.

With great love and admiration,
______________________ 5



Word Weaving 
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Past | Present | Future: Below are prompts to represent
different phases in time. This exercise connects the

thread that lives between past, present, and future so
that you can accept and embrace who you have been,

who you are, and who you are becoming. 
 

Let these mantras be a clear claim. Write in first person
and present tense so that it carries power and focus.

Allow this to strengthen TRUST in your journey. Feel
free to edit or add more mantras if it flows.

This is a writing practice that will help you to craft
your own mantras + intentions while guiding you to

dig deep into using only the words that carry the
most power, precision, and clarity.  
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Past:
I release ________________ from my past.
I no longer allow ______________ in my life.
I forgive___________and let go of ________________.

Present:
I am ____________________.
I inspire_____________________________in the world.
My mind is___________, my body is___________, and my
spirit is___________.

Future:
I welcome_______________ with an open heart.
I am ready and available for __________________.
My future is filled with ___________________and I
am____________.
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Now that you've completed your Word Weaving,
you're ready to answer the following prompts: 

 

What are your core intentions?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What is the most alive + prominent one?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What action steps will you take to bring it to life?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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Intention Symbol
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Now you can bring all of this together by crafting
your own personal Intention Symbol. Inspired by

your most alive Core Intention that you discovered
in the previous exercise, use the next page or a fresh
piece of paper to draw your 'Intention Symbol'.  Sit
with this for a moment. Allow your truth to come

forward without judging or editing.
 

Ready? Begin to play with creating a symbol that
expresses your Core Intention. Trust your creative

flow as you bring the essence of your intention to life
+ take as much time as you need. 

 
When complete, place it out of sight so that you let

go of the outcome. Begin to embody what it feels like
to already have this in your being and life. Practice

feeling this symbol within you daily. 
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Intention Symbol 
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May this cycle overflow with joy, 
love, magic, and abundance.

 
May your Core Intentions 
be heard and come to life. 

 
May it be this, 

or something better.
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